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Abstract
A brief review of the literatures on development and challenges associated with success of nanomedicine for cancer therapy is presented.
Nanomaterial shape, size and characteristics plays an important role in an effective treatment. The chemotoxicity, non-targeted and non-uniform
heating in tumors were the major drawbacks in nanomedicine assisted hyperthermia, however recent developments in nanomaterials possessing
multifunctional characteristics enabled better diagnosis and helped in the treatment of cancer.
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Introduction
Radiation therapy has been successfully applied in clinics for
cancer therapy; however, its success rate is limited to ~50% due
to non-responsive cancer cells for therapy alone and it’s very
expensive. Chemotherapy uses chemicals to kill or stop the growth
of cancer cells however it also damages the fast-growing healthy
cells. Nanoparticle has shown great potential along with radiation
therapy or chemotherapy for improved treatment response. The
major setback for nanoparticle assisted hyperthermia for cancer
therapy was non-specific targeted, uncontrolled drug release, nonuniform heating of tumor result in relapsing the tumor post therapy,
biocompatibility and nanomaterial toxicity concerns. However,
the continuous development for smart nanoparticles being in
progress for possessing increased drug loading capacity, externally
triggering for localized delivery, multimodal imaging contrast agent
enabled tumor diagnosis and post therapy monitoring the effect.
Liposomes, iron-oxide, gold are widely used nanoparticles for
various applications in nanomedicine and further quantum dots,
micelles, dendrimers and meso-porous silica nanoparticles have
been receiving attention due to the context of their structures,
biocompatibility, and functionality as carrier and deliver at

site. Apart from inorganic material, FDA approved organic dye
(Indocyanine green) has also been utilized for real time imaging
to discriminate genetically modified tumor microenvironment
[1], exploring in near infrared (NIR-II) imaging window for depth
imaging [2] and as a therapeutic agent [3,4] but it doesn’t help in
conjugating antibody on it or targeting tumor.

Conventional limitations on liposomes use had been
revolutionized by PEGylation helped in longer circulation times
in the blood; targeting cancer cell achieved by conjugating with
monoclonal antibodies, proteins, glycoproteins, peptides, antibody
fragments, vitamins and carbohydrates [5-8]; controlled drug
release by external stimuli of ultrasound [9], and microwaves field
[10]; functionalized radiolabeled liposomes [11-13] serving both
imaging as well as therapeutics [11]. Meso-porus silica nanoparticles
can be tuned to size 5-50nm diameter for utilizing drug loading
capacity, drug delivery and further as a dual imaging contrast agent
in fluorescence and magnetic resonance imaging [14]. Polymer
coated super paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs)
can be controlled by an external magnetic field for accumulation
at region of interest, deliver drugs, magnetic resonance imaging
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and magnetic hyperthermia therapy for tumor [15-17]. Carbon
nanotubes can be used in form of single wall or multi wall carbon
nanotubes which strongly absorbs NIR wavelengths and are also a
strong candidate for photo thermal ablation. Functionalized carbon
nanotubes demonstrated potential as carrier for siRNA, DNA
[18]; crosses the blood-brain barrier [19,20]; and can be used as
a therapeutic agent in photothermal ablation for cancer treatment
[21]. Hangi dai and his group had demonstrated single walled
carbon nanotube for effectively imaging the brain vasculature
which could help in accessing damaged site [22]. Quantum dots
(QDs) are semiconducting nanomaterial demonstrated for use as
fluorescence imaging, adaptability for conjugating antibody and
biocompatible for in vivo imaging [23]. QDs provide fluorescence
imaging in 700-1300nm wavelength range allowing ~0.5-1cm
depth tumor imaging and can also be conjugated for targeting
human prostate cancer in mice cancer [24]. Qiangbin Wang group
had conjugated polyethylene glycol-coated silver sulfide quantum
dots (PEG-Ag2S QDs) with anti-cancer drug doxorubicin and
demonstrate significant tumor inhibition with high resolution
fluorescence imaging. Further, such studies can be tested for
various cancer types.

Photothermal therapy has major drawback of depth penetration and
it can be used at surface level skin tumor therapy. Gold nanoparticles
mainly used photothermal ablation since they have high absorption
at 808nm wavelength can efficiently generate heat to increase
temperature to kill cancer cells [25]. Gold nanoparticle can be used
for drug delivery with external (x-ray, Ultrasound, laser) or internal
(pH, redox reaction) triggering [26, 27]. To overcome the depth
penetration disadvantage recently our group has shown delivering
therapeutic nanoparticles at site with catheter and ablating the site
with controlled laser carried through fiber via the same catheter for
liver cancer therapy at 3-4cm depth in 300-400 g rat [28]. Further,
the study has shown that the nanoparticle size and shape also
play an important role in nanoparticle circulation through blood
which impact on successful therapy [29]. Thus, nanoparticle has
made progress in increasing long circulation time, adaptability to
graft antibody for cancer therapy, increased loading capacity and
controlled drug release. There is still a long way to go for improving
better control on tumor boundary separation to avoid collateral
damage to nearby healthy cells, testing nanoparticles for various
cancer types and dose calibration which could help in improving
success of nanomedicine for cancer therapy.
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